PVC Roofline & Window Trims

NEW

20

Peak

Performance

At last, an

affordable PVC

roofline system…

Extended
Guarantee
Where Summit white roofline profiles
are installed together with either
a Swish or Kayflow rainwater system,
the standard guarantee will be
EXTENDED to

20 Years.

…that is
guaranteed
to keep its colour
and appearance for
years to come.

Quality
at the top
Summit Roofline
& Cladding
Systems
● 20 Year Extended White
Guarantee
● Wide range of profiles

Not only is Summit affordable, it represents
great value for money.
You will want to know that the PVC
roofline you choose is guaranteed to keep
its colour and last a long time.
With Summit there is no need to worry.
Summit will not discolour. So you can

confidently choose from the range of
Summit white fascia boards or be
adventurous with one of the Summit
foiled colours.
Summit is an excellent system that carries
the BS Kitemark and is manufactured under
the quality standard ISO9001.

● Will not discolour
● BSI Kitemarked
● Manufactured under
ISO9001 quality standard

Why

PVC?

If you are thinking about replacing your roofline it
could be because it has come to the end of it’s
useful life or because you can’t bare to think of
climbing a ladder (or persuading your partner
to do so) to paint it again.
Summit PVC replacement fascia boards are as
tough as timber when it comes to holding up
gutters and are many times better at resisting
the effects of the weather.

FM 09180

BS7619
Licence No. KM 33730

So if you want style and value for money (while
saving trees), then Summit PVC roofline boards are
a natural choice.

Tough
Cellular
PVC core
Durable,
smooth
surface

All on

Board

PVC Roofline & Window Trims

The main feature of your new roofline
will be the fascia board and in particular
the bottom edge of it.
Summit has a range of board styles. The Square boards present a very clean finish that suits
most modern houses. If you fancy something more adventurous then the Ogee board may
fit the bill. The Bullnose board is a very traditional unit with a classic look to it that suits
many older properties. A flat board completes the range. It is ideal for the front edges
of flat roofs and in situations where there is no room for a soffit board.
In all cases Summit replacement fascia boards are strong enough to take the weight of the
guttering without the need for a backing board.

To

Cap it All…

Will you cap over your existing roofline
or replace it completely? Summit has a full range
of replacement and capping boards.
Replacement boards should be used
where the timber fascias are showing
signs of decay but capping fascias can
be installed where the original timber
is sound. Your installer will advise you
on the best boards to fit.

Bargeboard
Fascia

Box End

Soffit

Know Your Boards…

Colours
to match
Most people want white but
there is a growing demand
for roofline in colours.
Summit has boards in Mahogany, Light Oak,
Rosewood and Black. These coloured boards
are covered in a tough foil that is
guaranteed to keep its colour
or at least 10 years.

Cladding
Cladding is a great way to cover the sides
of dormer windows and to create the
ceilings on large porch areas. PVC cladding
has better insulation properties than timber
and it will not rot or need painting. Which
is why it is also a great replacement material
for conventional timber cladding.

Window Boards

& Skirting

Ever fancied window boards and
skirting that you can wipe clean? These
boards are an excellent alternative to
conventional timber boards because they
don’t need staining or painting. Some boards
are available in woodgrain colours.

Guarantees
Extended Guarantee

20

The Summit range of white cellular
PVC fascias, soffits and claddings
now has a leading 20 Year Extended
Guarantee.
The Summit 20 Year Guarantee is
available when Summit white roofline
profiles are installed together with either
a Swish or Kayflow white rainwater
system.

PVC Roofline & Window Trims

Extended

In order to offer this guarantee,
installers must be registered at
www.summitpvc.co.uk. where they
can also register all their qualifying
guarantees.

Guarantee

Standard
Guarantees
Where Summit white roofline and
cladding systems are fitted without
a Swish or Kayflow gutter system then
they are guaranteed for 15 Years.
Summit coloured and foiled finishes
are guaranteed for 10 Years.
These standard guarantees do not
require registration.

15 10
Extended
White

Extended
Colours

Guarantee

Guarantee

Installation Guarantee
Summit guarantees cover the product itself. You should always make sure that
you also obtain a written guarantee from your Installer to cover the quality of their
workmanship.

Installer Details

SBP Limited,
Pioneer House, Mariner,
Lichfield Road
Industrial Estate,
Tamworth,
Staffordshire, B79 7TF
Tel: 01827 317200
Fax: 01827 317201
www.summitpvc.co.uk
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